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1. Introduction 

This special Issue of the Journal of Intelligent Systems singles out some 
topics that have become increasingly important in the design and successful 
utilization of information-intelligent systems. The name "Information/ 
Intelligent Systems" was coined recently by Lotfi Zadeh to emphasize the 
importance of information processing aspects in such intelligent systems, the 
primary purpose of which is to process, to analyze, and to interpret 
information. This was done to distinguish these systems from intelligent 
controllers—the systems in which the purpose is to perform primarily 
control engineering tasks /1,2/. Although the problems and solutions we 
address are also pertinent to intelligent autonomous control systems /3/, the 
primary emphasis of this issue is on processing distributed knowledge and 
information. 

The first topic addressed in this issue is intelligent systems for 
diagnostics. Diagnostic Intelligent Systems have been used in many diverse 
domains of expertise, spanning engineering, agriculture, finance, commerce, 
mcdicine, and the natural sciences. A common feature underlies all 
classification tasks. A diagnostic task can be viewed as an attempt at 
classifying patterns. Albeit, such patterns may sometimes belong to the 
multidimensional spaces of abstract features, not only to geometric, easily 
visualized features. 

1e-mail: kohout@cs.fsu.edu; website: hlpp://www.cs.fsu.edu/~kohout 

' ikstabil@mailcr.fsu.cdu; website: http://www. ispa.fsu.edu/cpcip 
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We can classify the diagnostic systems by either 

(i) the domain of their application, or 

(ii) the techniques and approaches used for construction of classification 

systems. 

2. Overview of the Papers Published in this Special Issue 

The survey paper written by Karthik Balakrishnan and Vasant Honavar, 

entitled Intelligent Diagnostic Systems, examines and compares several 

different approaches to the design of intelligent systems for diagnostic 

applications. The paper demonstrates the differences and similarities of 

various approaches through the design of a system for an easily 

understandable diagnostic task: automobile fault diagnostics. The article 

also looks at the domain characteristics, as well as the design and 

performance requirements that influence the choice of a technique, or 

several techniques in combination, for a chosen application. 

The approaches that incorporate the domain-knowledge discussed in the 

paper are 

(1) Expert Systems: These systems capture the expertise and reasoning 

capabilities of experts in a narrow knowledge domain. Such "expertise" 

is obtained by the process of knowledge elicitation, which is often 

lengthy and costly. 

(2) Reason Maintenance Systems: These systems utilize models that are 

based on the fundamental operating principles of the domain of concern 

instead of expert, mostly heuristic knowledge. 

(3) Case-Based Reasoning Systems: In these systems, the expert knowledge 

is stored in the form of cases. Each case is the representation of a typical 

situation that was experienced in the past and resulted in some relevant 

successful action. The cases are retrieved according to the context of the 

current problem situation, and the similarity of the current problem with 

the past successfully solved prototypical cases. 

All these approaches assume that knowledge is static, fixed, unchanging, 

and available in some form that can be made explicit. This explicit 

knowledge must be available at the specification and design stage of a 

diagnostic system, to be incorporated into the system by its designer. In the 
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second part of their paper, Balakrisnan and Honavar overview the 

approaches that involve learning. When sufficient numbers of examples of 

diagnosis, or preclassified samples of data from the domain of interest are 

available, learning methods can be used. This leads to: 

(4) Inductive Learning Systems. In these systems, the relationships between 

symptoms and diagnoses that are induced from examples are used as 

classification rules. Three different approaches to learning systems are 

discussed: 

i. Decision Trees, 

ii. Artificial Neural Networks, and 

iii. Statistical Pattern Classifiers. 

The paper also gives useful pointers to the literature for other approaches not 

surveyed in detail there, for example, Inductive Logic Programming, 

Automata Induction, Evolutionary Algorithms. 

In conclusion, the paper lists a number of open research problems, such 

as the problem of relevance: how to distinguish the features that are relevant 

for classification from the features that are not relevant. This approach is 

important, as these problems are not often acknowledged in the literature. 

Readers who are interested in the logical basis of classification and in 

understanding what conceptually leads to such difficulties are encouraged to 

look at the interesting and readable paper on classification by Pinkava /4/, 

which remains highly topical. Although Pinkava's paper uses some 

elementary logic concepts, it was written for the general reader and does not 

assume any logic expertise. 

Current research efforts in diagnostic intelligent systems focus on the 

difficult problem of knowledge extraction and acquisition from a large 

number of heterogeneous and distributed sources of knowledge and data. In 

this area, new problems may arise because the knowledge is distributed, 

placed in a variety of diverse contexts, and lacks uniformity of 

representation. 

The difficulties caused by knowledge distribution, however, may also 

appear in an another important problem area that is concerned with 

coordinating activities in large design projects with a multiplicity of 

participants. How such problems can be approached and successfully solved 

is the topic of the second paper of this issue, written by Hardeep V. Johar. In 
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the paper entitled Coordination Agents in Design, Johar proposes a set of 

formal requirements for outlining the activities of "coordination agents". 

These requirements can be used to build the agents that can inform about 

• when an action of coordination is necessary, 

• which participants need to be involved, and 

• which information needs to be communicated to the designers. 

The coordination of activities is necessary because large scale design is a 

complex collaborative activity of many participants. The problems in design 

arise because indeterminacies of two kinds appear in connection with large 

scale design, namely: 

(i) Indeterminacies induced by incomplete knowledge a participating 

designer has about the concurrently ongoing activities of other 

participating designers. 

(ii) Indeterminacies associated with the lack of complete specification of the 

problem because of inherently ill-structured nature of design. 

The roles of intelligent agents in the framework that is given in Johar's 

paper are to assist actively with design-coordination activities in distributed 

design problems. An intelligent agent is a computer program has that has 

several distinguishing characteristics: 

• It is autonomous: It has some control over its actions and internal states. 

• It is social: It communicates with other agents and humans using an 

agent communication language. 

• It is cooperative: Both the agent and humans initiate communication, 

monitor events, and perform tasks. 

The framework for formalizing activities of intelligent coordination 

agents must contain a rich repertory of concepts to deal with the 

complexities of the situation. States, state transitions, tasks, goals, and 

commitments must be carefully defined. The question of interaction, and of 

design dependencies and temporal dependencies, is also important and must 

be dealt with. One must ask about various important properties of 

dependencies. Atomic dependencies ensure that dependencies are expressed 

in terms that are meaningful to the participants and that no unnecessary 

information is communicated. Serializability ensures that potential 

inconsistencies arising from the presence of known dependencies are 

detected at the time that any design decision is about to be made, not later. 
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An interesting feature of Johar's paper is its compatibility not only with 
established Artificial Intelligence approaches but also with the new 
emerging Semiotic Perspective /7,8/ of methods for the analysis and 
synthesis of intelligent systems /9,10/ and the semiotics of complex systems 
/11/. A challenging but promising research program would be to combine 
Johar's formal framework with Thorbjoern Mann's method for "linking 
argumentative discourse with formal evaluation procedures in design" 
/13,12/. 

An important practical application of the general conceptual and formal 
framework outlined by Johar is to provide the basic elements and building 
blocks for the design and implementation of "coordination intelligent 
agents". Then these primitives can be specialized for use in specific problem 
domains. For an application in the domain of design and development of 
complex software see references [/21,22/], quoted in Johar's paper. For 
implementation of agents in this application, it was essential to extend a 
belief maintenance system (a) to maintain beliefs of agents about tasks, 
goals, commitments and dependencies and (b) to detect conflicts when new 
beliefs are added, or when an agent makes commitments. 

So, we have seen that distributing the knowledge sources or action 
centers in an intelligent system leads to new kinds of problems. 
Incompleteness of information also complicates the matter. If in addition, 
the knowledge structures evolve with time, as in the design problem where a 
new artifact is constructed, a problem with management of consistency 
emerges. The reasoning of an intelligent system loses its monotonicity, and 
some information or knowledge believed to be true may be shown to be in 
conflict with other beliefs. Hence, all the beliefs must be under constant 
revision to avoid inconsistencies and conflicts. 

In general, reasoning is nonmonotonic when the acquisition of new 
information leads to the retraction of one or more of the previous 
conclusions. Because beliefs of agents are taken as the premises in 
reasoning, the agent's commitment to a new belief or assumption quickly 
leads to the problem of nonmonotonicity of reasoning. This is one of the 
topics discussed in the third paper of this special issue. 

In the paper entitled Time, Nonmonotonicity, Qualified Syllogisms, and 
the Frame Problem, Daniel G. Schwartz reviews the so called "Frame 
Problem" and its relation to nonmomotonic reasoning. The author shows 
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how both topics are concerned with the central problem of reasoning with 
incomplete information. 

The Frame Problem is one of the perennial Artificial Intelligence 
problems that has been subjected to intensive scrutiny and debate for more 
that a quarter of century. The problem was formulated by McCarthy and 
Hayes in 1969 /15/ in the context of McCarthy's situation calculus /16/. The 
situation, as defined in this calculus, consists of a description of the current 
state of affairs, and successive changes in the environment are represented 
as transitions from one situation to the next. Although the frame problem is 
exceedingly well summarized in the Introduction section of the Schwartz 
paper in this special issue, quoting directly from Hayes /17/ it is still 
worthwhile: 

One feels that there should be . . . [a] way of succinctly saying 
what changes an action makes, without having to explicitly list all 
the things it doesn't change as well; yet there does not seem to be 
any other way to do it. That is the frame problem. 

But even if a succinct description of everything that may change were 
available in the form of some 'frame axioms', expecting that an agent would 
be able to account explicitly for everything is unreasonable. So the quest for 
the solution of the frame problem must be transformed into a more 
pragmatic task of devising ways of dealing with it in a more reasonable 
manner. In the situation where the agents strongly interact with the complex 
world, the Frame Problem requirements would quickly escalate into 
requiring an explicit description of a large part of the whole Universe. As 
this kind of complete knowledge is not available, one has to transform the 
Frame Problem into the problem of generating descriptions of the world 
under the assumption that only incomplete information is available. 
Schwartz remarks that "the seeds of several approaches along these lines 
had already appeared in the original paper" of McCarty and Hayes /15/. The 
paper of Schwartz is written for the general reader, who is not a specialist in 
logic. In an accessible way, the paper surveys nonmonotonic reasoning, the 
role of time, likelihood, fuzzy qualification, logic of qualified syllogisms, 
path logics, and multiple-inheritance reasoning. Section 8 is concerned with 
dynamic reasoning systems. The key theses of the paper are the following: 
(1) The topics of nonmonotonic reasoning and the Frame Problem must be 

transformed into the problem of reasoning with incomplete information. 
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(2) Both topics would benefit from a formalism that interprets reasoning as 

an activity that takes place in time. 

The paper distinguishes between the problems that are associated with 

reasoning about static domains versus dynamically changing problems and 

explains why the frame problem arises only in the latter. The author makes a 

case for the use of fuzzy quantifiers and related notions in nonmonotonic 

reasoning. Specific attention is paid to an important kind of static domain, 

multiple-inheritance hierarchies. A formalism suitable for this kind of static 

domain, in which appropriate inference methods and all the associated 

knowledge can be expressed, is outlined in Sec. 7. In the concluding 

sections, Schwartz shows how the same kind of formalism can be applied to 

the more difficult case of dynamic domains. The formalism used by 

Schwartz can successfully handle static domains and is also extendible to 

dynamic domains. It is based on a formal system called the Q System, 

featuring a completely specified language that is suitable for expressing 

qualified syllogisms, together with a semantics that validates them. For 

dealing with dynamic reasoning problems, the language of the Q System is 

expanded to employ typed predicate symbols. The purpose of this extension 

is to distinguish the predicates that represent the kinds of things from the 

predicates that "talk" about the properties of things. Readers who are 

interested will find further technical details concerning the highly 

interesting System Q in the author's recently paper /18/, published in the 

journal Artificial Intelligence. This small, but impressive "monograph" is 

the culmination of his research work, which is directed toward unifying 

several diverse notions and trends in noninomotonic, probabilistic, fuzzy, 

and dynamic reasoning. 

From the first paper, written by Balakrishnan and Honavar, the reader 

has obtained some insight about the merits and limitations of rule-based 

expert diagnostic systems. One way of dealing with such shortcomings 

(discussed in Sec. 11) is to combine several techniques in one design, 

resulting in a hybrid diagnostic system. 

The paper entitled PCTS—An Object-Oriented Diagnostic and Trouble 

Shooting System for Maintenance of Personal Computers, written by 

Rashmi Malhotra, shows how such a hybrid diagnostic system can be built. 

The paper employs a relatively new information based approach for the 

design and development of diagnostic systems. The approach uses a 
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combination of Object-Oriented Paradigm (OOP), Data Base Management 
System (DBMS) techniques, and Expert System (ES) techniques. The OOP 
is a practical embodiment of the idea of multiple-inheritance hierarchies. 
These were discussed from the point of view of reasoning techniques in Sec. 
7 of the paper written by Schwartz. Static Objects with multiple-inheritance 
are well supported by such existing programming languages as C++. From 
the point of view of programming languages, objects are Abstract Data 
Types (ADT). To better understand the rationale for introducing the 
combination of OOP-DBMS-ES approaches in a hybrid diagnostic system, 
as described by Rashmi Malhotra, we shall look now more closely at 
problems that arise when conventional techniques are used instead. When 
DBs are combined with expert systems using traditional ES methodologies, 
such as production rules in combination with frames, etc. problems of 
efficiency arise. This problem is particularly severe when the knowledge 
base and data sets are very large, and when subtle changes in updates are 
required. As pointed out in /19/, this problem is more widespread and also 
affects other kinds of implementation of ES than just those using production 
rules, frames, etc. 

It is well known that these problems are caused by incompatibility 
of the underlying computational models. The mismatch of the 
models is conventionally resolved by changing the means of DB or 
ES realization. For example using Prolog (programming language) 
for the DB to match it better with ES, or choosing the Relational 
Representation Language (RPL) to implement the ES in the 
relational DB "idiom". Such an approach imposes computational 
and performance constraints on some parts of integrated 
distributed intelligent system, depending on the choice of the 
implementation technology. 

The solution that has been proposed for this kind of problem is to use what 
is known in theoretical computer science as Abstract Data Types (ADT). 
ADTs must be introduced at the appropriate level of abstraction. An 
adequate way of doing this in intelligent knowledge based systems (KBS) is 
/19/: 

. . . to use the Multi-Environment approach /14/, in which high 
level abstract data type (ADT) models are superimposed over the 
local computational models of the DS, ES, or whatever the local 
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computing system might be. The ADT provides for the 
reinterpretation . . . of the domain activities within the computa-
tional models that are underlying the local computing systems 
supporting DBs, KBS, etc. This provides for flexibility, extendi-
bility, maintainability. It also increases the computer performance 
and makes it possible to deal with dynamic protection and security 
of these systems without performance degradation or unduly 
increased cost of computational facilities. 

As objects are an instance of ADTs with special properties, OOP falls into 
this category. 

Let us look now at the concrete realization of the hybrid approach in the 
PCTS design of Malhotra. The PTCS uses two major data structures to 
represent knowledge. An object/class structure is used to represent the 
abstract knowledge, and the domain base represents the factual knowledge. 
The PTCS organizes intensional knowledge as a hierarchical tree. The 
nodes of the tree are represented as objects. An object consists of properties 
and methods. The methods represent heuristic procedures and other 
pertinent troubleshooting. The properties represent user options that PTCS 
uses to traverse the tree in a top down fashion. 

Although OOP allows for the separation of method definition and class 
definition, the PTCS further separates the domain knowledge from the 
functional definition of nodes of the tree. This separation makes memory 
management of PTCS more efficient. The PTCS described by Rashmi 
Malhotra is an open system. It has been constructed using a generalized 
approach and can be integrated with other systems, such as office 
automation systems, decision support systems, and other database 
management systems in an organization. 

In Malhotra's paper, the clear separation is made of the object-oriented 
issues that pertain to abstract conceptual knowledge, from the structures that 
represent factual knowledge and data. Yet another way exists to embed the 
objects and classes in a rich dynamic context. This is done in the paper 
written by Rajesh Bhat, B. Chandra and K.K. Biswas, entitled Classification 
and Semantics of Objects and Relations of Object-Relation-Object 
Construct. The objective of their paper is to present an adequate framework 
for an Intelligent System that can acquire domain knowledge from linguistic 
texts. The paper gives a mechanism for representing the knowledge implicit 
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in texts and its generalization in the Object-Relation-Object (ORO) 

structures. The most important features of this paper are: 

• the realization that classes have a higher order structure that can be 

captured by a nested system of relations that is richer than just 

inheritance (preorder) relation; 

• the distinction made between ORO structures that encode general 

linguistic knowledge from the ORO structures encoding specific domain 

knowledge; 

• self-organization and self-validating as important features of a system 

under development /20/; and 

• the handling, in this approach, of the dynamics of the interrelationship 

of the ORO structures with different functions by the three-layer 

abstract system architecture. 

Because of the above listed features, the relation between knowledge 

components is more dynamic than that in some other existing approaches, 

This necessitates the use of some mechanism that can control the changes of 

dynamics, yet is general enough so that it does not restrict the possible 

changes of ORO structures unduly. This goal is achieved by exploring the 

abstract principles of dynamic protection /20,21/ that stem from the 

pioneering paper by Graham and Denning 1221, providing the rewriting 

rules for capabilities of agents and from further pass-permit extensions of 

the approach developed by Kohout, Gaines 1211, and others /24—26/ within 

the framework of Activity Structures methodology 191,211. 

The ORO structures approach of Bhat et al. is more dynamic than that 

of some other approaches. For example, in the three level theory of 

Zadorozny and Jensen /28/, each word in the text is assumed to have its 

interpretations not only partially ordered but also pre-existing in the system. 

In Conceptual Graphs of Sowa 1291, the type hierarchy is static and also pre-

existing. The experimental findings of Juliano and Bandler /30/ while 

tracing the dynamics of changes in cognitive maps of human subjects 

acquired while learning, indicate, however, that the kind of dynamism 

induced by the Activity structures approach for technological artifacts (see 

/30/, pages 26-35 and 154-157) is also compatible with dynamics of 

learning of human subjects in cognitive diagnosis. 

Adequate communication of information and sharing expertise is an 

important goal of any distributed system of participating agents. How this 
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can be done is described in the last paper entitled "OpenMath: 
Communicating Mathematical Information between Co-operating Agents in 
a Knowledge Network written by John Abbot, Andre van Leeuwen, and 

Andreas Strotmann. OpenMath provides a universal means for 

communicating mathematical information between applications. In this 

paper, the OpenMath system is described, and an important parallel is 

drawn between the structural decomposition of the task of transmitting 

mathematical information (meaning, content) and a linguistic communica-

tion model. Extending OpenMath for communication in the fields of 

Knowledge Engineering and Intelligent Knowledge-Based Systems crucially 

depends on preserving this linguistic parallel and on extending it by 

incorporating semiotic notions into it. Further information on the OpenMath 

and the structure of the international standard protocols of the OpenMath 

system can be found at the web address http://www.openmath.org. 3. 

3. Conclusion: Focus of fu ture work 

Through the selected topics presented in this issue, the reader can learn 

about some topical notions and approaches in the field of distributed 

information/intelligent systems. We have seen that large distributed 

knowledge sources, dynamically changing knowledge, nonmonotonicity of 

inference, incompleteness of information, and the question of how to 

incorporate time models into distributed intelligent systems have crucial 

impact. These issues have been addressed, both theoretically and practically, 

by developing new design methods and approaches to implementation. The 

future work should focus on 

• advancing further the integration of various techniques and technologies 

to build hybrid distributed information/intelligent systems; 

• improving the theoretical understanding of the interaction of methods 

that are used for this integration; 

• developing methods for better comparative evaluation of correctness and 

performance of hybrid intelligent systems; 

• examining the interaction of logical and linguistic aspects of 

communication of information /31/ in distributed intelligent systems, 

and unifying them in a semiotic framework; 
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• applying the insights that have been gained previously in semiotic 
studies of languages of motivation and languages of action /32/; 

• improving the understanding of and developing methods and 
frameworks for the cross-validation of subjective belief models. A good 
example of such approaches are the extant formal and computational 
models for representing both the subjective and objective dimensions of 
time 17,7,1. 
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